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Abstract
Poorly executed requirements engineering activities profoundly affect the deliverables’ quality and project’s budget and 
schedule. High-quality requirements reuse through requirement patterns has been widely discussed to mitigate these adverse 
outcomes. Requirement patterns aggregate similar applications’ behaviors and services into well-defined templates that can 
be reused in later specifications. The abstraction capabilities of metamodeling have shown promising results concerning the 
improvement of the requirement specifications’ quality and professionals’ productivity. However, there is a lack of research 
on requirement patterns beyond requirements engineering, even using metamodels as the underlying structure. Besides, 
most companies often struggle with the cost, rework, and delay effects resulting from a weak alignment between require-
ments and testing. In this paper, we present a novel metamodeling approach, called  Software Pattern MetaModel (SoPaMM), 
which aligns requirements and testing through requirement patterns and test patterns. Influenced by well-established agile 
practices, SoPaMM describes functional requirement patterns and acceptance test patterns as user stories integrated with 
executable behaviors. Another novelty is the evaluation of SoPaMM’s quality properties against a metamodel quality evalu-
ation framework. We detail the evaluation planning, discuss evaluation results, and present our study’s threats to validity. 
Our experience with the design and evaluation of SoPaMM is summarized as lessons learned.
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1 Introduction

The value of requirements engineering (RE) strongly 
impacts software projects whenever requirements-related 
activities are poorly executed. Incorrect, omitted, misinter-
preted, or conflicting requirements usually result in extrapo-
lated budget and delivery times [16, 44].

In the last decade, requirements reuse [12, 13, 17, 19, 
22] has been a feasible alternative to mitigate those issues, 
making the RE tasks more prescriptive and systematic while 
facilitating the reuse of existing requirements artifacts. A 
fairly discussed reuse approach is the requirement pat-
tern (RP) concept, which is an abstraction that aggregates 

behaviors and services observed in multiple similar applica-
tions [46]. Usually, RP guides requirements elicitation and 
specification through well-defined templates that can be 
reused in later specifications [1, 14, 29].

A promising approach for representing RP is through 
metamodeling [8] because it raises the level of abstraction 
at which software is conceived, implemented, and evolved. 
As related work, Franch et al. [18] propose a metamodel 
that defines a structure of requirement patterns themselves, 
the relationships among them, and classification criteria for 
grouping them. Ya’u et al. [49]’s metamodel comprises a 
reusable structure, variability modeling, and traceability 
of software artifacts for software product line engineering. 
Metamodeling provides a general representation structure 
for RP toward improving the quality of specifications and the 
requirements engineers’ productivity. Despite those benefits 
to the RE process, the traceability between RP and software 
artifacts produced in other development phases (e.g., other 
types of software patterns) is still a road to pave [7].
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For instance, consider the alignment between RE and 
testing. The popular V-model [39] highlights the influence 
of requirements activities in the software development life 
cycle (SDLC) by interrelating the user acceptance testing 
and requirement analysis phases to determine whether a soft-
ware system satisfies the requirements specified. However, 
most software companies still struggle with the cost, rework, 
and delay effects resulting from a weak alignment between 
requirements and testing [10, 15].

In this paper, our general goal is to extend RP’s benefits 
to other SDLC stages beyond RE. We describe the design 
and the evaluation of a metamodeling strategy to relate 
different software patterns, called  Software Pattern Meta-
Model (SoPaMM) [2]. Currently, SoPaMM aligns functional 
requirement patterns (FRP) and acceptance test patterns 
(ATP), which structure generic testing solutions to recur-
rent behaviors from different scenarios [31] and help a tester 
understand the context of a testing practice [30]. Potential 
candidates as an ATP include repetitive, alike, and high-
value test practices.

SoPaMM defines how FRP and ATP can be written, 
organized, related, and classified. SoPaMM borrows con-
cepts and practices from the Behavior-Driven Development 
(BDD) agile methodology [11] by describing FRP via user 
stories and associating it with behaviors through the Ger-
khin language. Integrating with existing agile methodologies 
leverages the use of SoPaMM, as these methodologies are 
common practices in today’s software industry. Furthermore, 
the description of FRPs with BDD concepts allows, with 
adequate tool support, to automate acceptance tests associ-
ated with FRPs.

As metamodel quality impacts the terminal models’ 
quality,1 we evaluated SoPaMM using the Metamodel 
Quality Requirements and Evaluation  (MQuaRE) frame-
work [3], comprising an evaluation process, metamodel 
quality requirements and measures, and a quality model. 
Evaluation results report the SoPaMM’s levels of compli-
ance, conceptual suitability, usability, maintainability, and 
portability under six evaluators’ perspective.

This work’s contributions are threefold: 

1. A metamodeling solution for aligning requirements and 
testing;

2. The joint use of requirement patterns and an agile testing 
methodology;

3. The metamodel quality evaluation.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related 
work; Sect. 3 presents background; Sects. 4 and 5 describe 
the SoPaMM metamodel and how to use it to build a cata-
logue containing requirement patterns and test patterns; 
Sect. 6 presents the evaluation of the metamodel using a 
metamodel quality assessment framework, and Sect. 7 pre-
sents conclusions and future work.

2  Related work

This section compares metamodeling approaches for soft-
ware requirement patterns. We examine related work con-
sidering the metamodel patterns, the formalism for patterns 
representation, tool support, and metamodel evaluation. 
Table 1 summarizes the comparison between SoPaMM and 
related work.

Franch et al. [18] define the structure of an RP, the types 
of relationships among RPs, and classification criteria for 
grouping them. The main idea behind using metamodeling 
is to provide more flexibility on how to model RPs by decou-
pling the types of RPs and allowing the types of relation-
ships more configurable. Videira and Da Silva [45] develop 
a requirements specification language based on identifying 
the most frequent linguistic patterns used in requirements 
documents. Such specification language relies on metamodel 
concepts and mapping rules between these and sentences 
found in requirements documentation. In turn, Badamasi 
et al. [49] present a metamodel-based representation for RPs, 
including variability modeling and software artifacts trace-
ability. The main goal is to improve the systematic reuse of 
RPs by integrating concepts of a software product line and 
model-driven engineering.

Two of these proposals [18, 45] cover both functional and 
nonfunctional requirement patterns (FRP and NFRP, respec-
tively). In contrast, one work represents NFRP only [49]. 
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the SoPaMM meta-
model we propose is the only one proposing the alignment 

Table 1  Metamodeling 
approaches for requirement 
patterns

References Pattern Formalism Tool Evaluation

[45] (N)FRP CNL – –
[49] NFRP NL – –
[18] (N)FRP NL PABRE-Man Catalogues
SoPaMM (N)FRP ATP CNL TMEd Catalogues and quality

1 Terminal models are metamodel instances as defined in the Meta-
Object Facility (MOF) architecture [33].
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of functional requirement patterns (FRP) and acceptance test 
patterns (ATP).

Multiple representation formats have been used: tradi-
tional natural language (NL) [18, 49], and controlled natural 
language (CNL) with a subset of meaningful terms for pat-
tern representation [45]. Comparatively, our metamodeling 
solution goes further by using two easy-to-use and widely 
accepted controlled natural languages in the agile software 
industry: user stories and the Gherkin language [40] for 
requirements and behaviors specification, respectively.

Tools are an effective strategy to assist practitioners’ prac-
tices in the use of requirement patterns. In previous work [4], 
we report the development of the Terminal Model Editor 
(TMEd), a tool that facilitates the definition of software 
patterns (i.e., instances of SoPaMM) and the maintenance 
and evolution of a patterns catalogue. What differentiates  
TMEd and PABRE-Man [18, 35] is the type of software 
pattern covered by the latter, i.e., only requirement patterns, 
whereas  TMEd also handles test patterns.

Finally, a single-related work evaluates its metamodel 
approach elaborating on catalogues of FRP and NFRP as 
metamodel instances  [14, 18, 36]. Application domains 
covered by these catalogues of patterns include content 
management and call for tender processes. In our pro-
posal, we developed a catalogue containing NFRP as well 
as FRP aligned to ATP for the certification of electronic 
health record systems [2, 4]. In this paper, we go further by 
evaluating the quality of the SoPaMM metamodel using a 
quality evaluation framework [3, 5] as the existing meta-
modeling-based pattern approaches lack such an evaluation 
perspective.

In brief, the SoPaMM metamodel has distinct but signifi-
cant aspects compared with related work:

• it is the only solution that bridges RPs to other software 
patterns such as ATPs; this allows representing more 
complex and valuable pattern-based artifacts such as a 
test traceability matrix;

• it borrows usual agile practices (user story and the Gher-
kin notation) and takes advantage of tool support; this 
may reduce the SoPaMM’s learning curve.

• it is the only one evaluated from a quality perspective; 
this allows anticipating software patterns’ quality built 
upon it regarding multiple characteristics.

3  Background

This section presents two key components of our meta-
modeling approach aligning requirement and test patterns: 
the Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) methodology 
and the Metamodel Quality Requirements and Evaluation 
(MQuaRE) framework.

3.1  Behavior‑driven development (BDD)

BDD describes a software process widely adopted in agile 
software engineering practices [32]. BDD’s main goal is to 
close the gap between business and technical teams regard-
ing understanding the expected behavior of the software to 
be developed [11]. Therefore, the key element in BDD is the 
software’s behavior.

To achieve collaboration and shared comprehension 
between people with likely different expectations, two BDD 
practices deserve further special attention: software func-
tional specification as user stories and the alignment of each 
user story with executable scenarios.

User stories describe software features using a natural 
language syntax: “AS a <role>, I CAN <capability>, SO 
THAT <receive benefit>)”. As such, user stories are more 
closely related to business goals, facilitating communication 
in a project.

Furthermore, domain experts, testers, and developers col-
laborate on describing scenarios as features’ expected behav-
iors written in the Gherkin language. The natural order of a 
scenario is: Given one or more preconditions, When a set of 
actions is performed, Then an outcome is obtained.

Next, we present the Notifications feature and the Gher-
kin syntax describing one of this feature’s desired behav-
ior (someone likes a post). Observe the level of details 
expressed in each scenario’s component (preconditions, 
execution steps, and results), including test data examples. 

 This easy-to-use but powerful behavior specification syn-
tax enables BDD-oriented tools can automatically gener-
ate technical and end-user documentation, such as test case 
specifications. Our metamodeling proposal benefits from 
how BDD describes features as user stories integrated with 
behaviors represented as executable scenarios.
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3.2  The MQuaRE framework

MQuaRE is an integrated framework composed of an evalu-
ation process that arranges metamodel quality requirements 
(MQR) and measures (MQM) and a metamodel quality 
model with activities, tasks, input and output artifacts, 
and users’ roles [3]. The metamodel quality characteristics 
and sub-characteristics were set by compiling and com-
paring related research contributions [27, 28, 38, 43] with 
international standards’ quality models, such as ISO/IEC 
25010 [24] and ISO/IEC 9126 [23], with minor amendments.

MQR may comprise multiples aspects of a metamodel, 
e.g., whether it is easy to use and maintain or compliant to 
specific standards. The current version of MQuaRE provides 
19 MQRs that meet those preconditions and can be reused 
by metamodel users [5].

The MQuaRE’s quality model categorizes the MQRs into 
five characteristics (C) subdivided into eleven sub-charac-
teristics (SC) described in Fig. 1. MQuaRE also includes 23 
MQMs bound to its quality model, i.e., these are quantifica-
tions of quality characteristics and sub-characteristics of a 
metamodel under evaluation (see Fig. 1). For the sake of 
brevity, we outline each metamodel quality characteristic in 
terms of its respective quality measures. Further information 
can be found elsewhere [3, 5].

1. Compliance: the degree to which the conceptual founda-
tion of a metamodel complies with theories, regulations, 
standards, and conventions.

2. Conceptual suitability: the degree to which the set of 
metamodel concepts covers all the specified require-
ments, is correctly modeled, facilitates the accomplish-

Fig. 1  The MQuaRE quality model, measures and requirements
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ment of modeling tasks, and is appropriate for perform-
ing these tasks.

3. Usability: the degree to which users can recognize 
whether a metamodel is appropriate for their needs 
considering the metamodel specifications’ particulari-
ties. For instance, the completeness and demonstration 
capability of usage scenarios, the clearness and correct 
understanding of metamodel concepts, and the docu-
mentation’s guidance degree for metamodel usage.

4. Maintainability: the degree to which changes result in 
minimal impact on the metamodel structure, the meta-
model can be used in more than one application domain, 
and the metamodel can be effectively and efficiently 
modified without introducing inconsistencies or degrad-
ing its quality.

5. Portability: the degree to which a metamodel can effec-
tively and efficiently be adapted for different application 
domains and which a metamodel can replace another 
metamodel for the same purpose.

The MQuaRE’s evaluation process contains five main activi-
ties performed by an evaluation requester or an evaluator, 
as follows: 

1. Establish the metamodel evaluation requirements: the 
evaluation requester defines the MQRs according to the 
general evaluation purpose (e.g., estimate the final qual-
ity of metamodel, compare between distinct metamodels 
for the same domain, or assess the positive and negative 
aspects of a metamodel).

2. Specify the metamodel evaluation: based on the MQRs 
defined, the evaluation requester selects the MQMs, 
establishes the respective target value and acceptable 
tolerance value, and defines  formulas to calculate the 
quality grades of characteristics and sub-characteristics. 
This amount of information constitutes a high-level eval-
uation plan.

3. Design the metamodel evaluation: taking the previ-
ous evaluation plan as a starting point, the evaluation 
requester elaborates on a detailed metamodel quality 
evaluation plan (MQEP), containing target metamodel 
specifications, the measurement functions for each 
MQM, an evaluation schedule, and others.

4. Execute the metamodel evaluation: the metamodel eval-
uator uses the information of MQEP to calculate meta-
model quality measurements, apply the target value and 
acceptable tolerance value, compute the quality grades 
of quality characteristics and sub-characteristics, and 
make observations about likely problems during the 
evaluation.

5. Conclude the metamodel evaluation: the metamodel 
evaluator and the evaluation requester shall carry out a 
joint review of the evaluation results. All documentation 

generated must be reassessed, and adaptations can be 
made when justified and documented.

Regarding our metamodel’s quality evaluation, we system-
atically performed the MQuaRE process and its activities. 
Further details are found in Sect. 6.

4  The SoPaMM metamodel

The SoPaMM’s core idea is the specification of functional 
requirement patterns (FRP) linked to acceptance test patterns 
(ATP). Figure 2 depicts the most significant components of 
an FRP related to an ATP. For the sake of conciseness, some 
FRP and ATP metadata are not shown.

Influenced by the BDD agile methodology, an FRP is a 
composition of Feature elements described through the user 
story syntax, as such: 

As:  the stakeholder who benefits from the Feature;
I_can:  the Feature itself;
So_that:  the Feature’s aggregated value.

 Using the BDD’s Gherkin syntax, one or more Scenarios 
represent Feature’s behaviors, where: 

Given  describes, in one or more clauses, the Scenario’s 
initial context;

When  describes the events that trigger a Scenario;
Then  describes, in one or more clauses, the Scenario’s 

expected outcomes.

In the example of Fig. 2, FRP_User_Creation describes 
an excerpt of a user creation feature. Observe the FRP struc-
ture in which an administrator user is the stakeholder who 
benefits from this feature in order that a new user is regis-
tered for the system. This feature has two behaviors rep-
resented: a successful and an unsuccessful scenario, both 
linked to a same precondition, i.e., the attempt of creating 
a new user. But, the scenarios’ execution steps are distinct 
regarding the user data’s validity. Similarly, one different 
outcome is represented for each scenario, i.e., the new user 
registration and the display of an error message.

Finally, the Example concept allows defining and linking 
multiple data to each scenario. Observe that each scenario 
has two data instances so that the one scenario registers 
a new user successfully, whereas the other scenario does 
not due to invalid examples of user identification number. 
This FRP-Feature-Scenario-Example representation is what 
defines our behavior-driven functional requirement pattern 
approach.

Now, consider the representation of ATP_User_Crea-
tion in Fig. 2. The ATP is composed of two test cases, each 
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related to a particular test scenario, i.e., (un)successful user 
creation. Each test case contains preconditions, expected 
results, and postconditions (scenario’s Given-When-Then 
clauses) as well as input and output test data from the 
respective Example of Scenario.

Once presented the FRP and ATP concepts, we outline 
the entire SoPaMM metamodel illustrated in Fig. 3. Simi-
lar to the PABRE metamodel [18, 35, 36], the Catalogue 
element is a means of systematically gathering patterns, 

usually addressing the most common problems for a par-
ticular application domain. The Catalogue concept is the 
coarsest grained reuse unit in SoPaMM.

A Software Pattern Bag (SPB) is a composition of multi-
ple Software Pattern (SP) elements that, in turn, represent an 
extensible point to accommodate different types of SP, such 
as requirement, test, or even design patterns, with minimal 
impact on the structure defined. Unlike other pattern cata-
logues found in the literature, the SPB concept in SoPaMM 

Fig. 2  The structure and con-
tents of an FRP associated with 
an ATP
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Fig. 3  The SoPaMM meta-
model
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allows organizing, in a same catalogue, software patterns 
for problems at different stages of the SDLC. In comparison 
with Catalogue, an SPB works as a fine-grained reuse unit of 
multiple types of related patterns (e.g., FRP and ATP) and 
consequently may be of great utility during the development 
of software project documentation.

Note in Fig. 3 that industry standards [34] and classic 
literature on software patterns [20, 21, 37, 46] contribute 
to SP metadata’s definition (e.g., problem, context, forces, 
solution).

Although the literature defines relationship types between 
requirement patterns (e.g., extends, has, uses)  [46], we 
implement a broader definition of relationship types in 
SoPaMM. Due to flexibility reasons, these are not prede-
fined (attribute Name in RelationshipType) and allow relat-
ing catalogues, software pattern bags, and software patterns 
in general (i.e., CatalogueRelationship, SPBagRelationship, 
and SPRelationship, respectively).

Non-functional requirement pattern (NFRP) is a composi-
tion of software system properties (behavioral constraints or 
quality attributes) described by textual attributes (i.e., name 
and description). As an example of NFRP for several exist-
ing applications, user credentials must be validated by an 
authentication server, forbidding user authentication on the 
client-side.

Noteworthy that this is an enhanced version of SoPaMM. 
The main differences from its previous versions [2, 4] are 
the insertion of the Catalogue concept, the redefinition 
of the SPB’s and SP’s attributes, and the reformulation 
of how to handle test cases. In early versions, a test case 
was a composition of steps and UI elements (for web and 
mobile applications) represented by the Page Object design 
pattern  [26, 42]. However, the removal of UI elements 
in the current version makes SoPaMM more flexible and 
technology-independent.

5  How to use SoPaMM

The purpose of this section is twofold. Firstly, it introduces 
a pattern catalogue building method using SoPaMM. Sec-
ondly, it reports an instantiation of this method on develop-
ing a catalogue for electronic health record (EHR) systems.

5.1  A method for developing SoPaMM‑based 
pattern catalogues

This section presents a general method for elaborating on 
pattern catalogues based on the SoPaMM grammar. Prefer-
ably, this method should be performed by a requirements 
engineer supported by a domain expert, if necessary. How-
ever, knowledge about the SoPaMM constructs (e.g., SPB, 
FRP, and ATP) is mandatory.

Two phases are present: one in which candidate patterns 
are found (steps 1 to 5) and another in which final patterns 
are organized and written (steps 6 and 7). 

1. Gather as much as possible available requirements doc-
umentation, test case specifications, and pattern cata-
logues.

2. Study each requirement and test case and classify it: 
which type would it be?

3. If an existing pattern can be applied to it, record that fact 
and go on.

4. If an existing pattern does not quite fit, study the require-
ment or test case to see if you could develop a new, more 
specialized pattern for it. If so, classify it as a functional 
(FRP) or nonfunctional requirement pattern (NFRP) or 
acceptance test pattern (ATP), suggest a name, and add 
it to the list of candidates.

5. When you have gone through all specifications, review 
the candidate patterns looking for duplicates or overlaps, 
and resolve these inconsistencies.

6. Then, group the resulting software patterns (SP) into 
software pattern bags (SPB). Note that an SPB allows 
the composition of multiple and different SP types, such 
as FRP, NFRP, and ATP.

7. Write each software pattern.

(a) If the pattern is an NFRP, create one System 
Property element for each behavioral constraint 
or quality attribute found in the specifications. 
Thus, a particular NFRP may be a composition of 
System Property elements.

(b) If the pattern is an FRP, then create a Feature ele-
ment in it using the user story syntax. For each 
Feature element, search for scenarios describing 
its behavior in the specifications available. For 
each feature’s behavior found in the specifica-
tions, elaborate on it through the Gherkin lan-
guage syntax. Otherwise, create a proper scenario 
from scratch, in Gherkin, if no scenario is linked 
to a feature. Search in the specifications for data 
statements that might be used as data examples 
to execute each scenario describing a feature’s 
behavior. If no data examples are available, cre-
ate and assign them to each scenario stated.

(c) If the pattern is an ATP, create and associate a test 
case with a proper FRP scenario. For each test 
case defined, classify the scenario’s data examples 
as input and output data. As a result, there must be 
one test case for each scenario with preconditions, 
actions, expected outcomes, and the correspond-
ing input and output data examples.
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In step 1, test case specifications have been given special 
attention because SoPaMM allows the creation of test pat-
terns and their alignment with requirement patterns. This 
is a new feature of our approach compared to related work.

In step 4, it is not a concern if one cannot foresee a pat-
tern being useful in specifying a requirement or test case. 
Requirements and test cases do not always conveniently fit 
the patterns. Unfortunately, there are no strict rules for iden-
tifying requirement patterns [46] and test patterns [31].

5.2  SoPaMM instantiation

According to the MOF architecture  [33], metamodel 
instances are called terminal models, which, in turn, 
describe real-world application models. In our approach, 
SoPaMM instances are software pattern catalogues serving 
as guidance for real-world software specifications, e.g., test 
case specifications. Using the 7-step method previously pre-
sented, we instanced SoPaMM to build a pattern catalogue 
for electronic health record (EHR) systems.

The Brazilian Health Informatics Society  (BHIS) offers 
a quality certification process of EHR systems based on an 
extensive list of requirements and test scripts elaborated by 
BHIS’s skilled staff. These specifications result from a com-
pilation of several EHR projects and experiences with firm 
adherence to international standards.

The BHIS’s requirements for quality certification of an 
EHR-System are organized into two Security Assurance 

Levels (SAL). The first level (SAL1) determines mandatory 
requirements for exchanging information on supplementary 
health. The second level (SAL2) allows replacing paper 
health records with their electronic equivalents. Compli-
mentary, BHIS also provides an operational manual of tests 
and analysis for EHR system certification composed of test 
scripts.

Regarding step 1 of the SoPaMM instantiation process, 
these requirements and test scripts are the principal informa-
tion sources, with no support of catalogues.

In step 2, a 17-year experienced software engineer with 
a background in requirements and testing and strong knowl-
edge of the SoPaMM grammar built the pattern catalogue for 
EHR systems. Aiming at the minimum legal requirements 
for EHR systems certification, she took into account the 84 
SAL1 requirements and the 40 respective test scripts. There 
was no need for a domain expert due to the discussion of 
such information by specialists in Health Informatics.

For better comprehension, the BHIS documentation 
contains the SAL1.04.08 legal requirement classified as a 
functional requirement. This requirement describes who has 
access to the patient’s medical record (i.e., only the patient 
or his/her legal guardian). The BHIS documentation also 
includes the SAL1.S018 test script. It describes the set of 
procedures a user must perform to meet the SAL1.04.08 
requirement. The following is an excerpt of the SAL1.04.08 
requirement and the respective SAL1.S018 test script:
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In the first iterations of the method, step 3 had no result 
due to the nonexistence of previous patterns, as described 
in step 1. In other words, the association between a software 
pattern and an input requirement/test procedure was possible 
only when the engineer started identifying software patterns.

In the last iteration of classifying software patterns (step 
4), the engineer recognized 65 FRP, 36 NFRP, and 40 ATP. 
Excluding similarities and overlaps, the total number of 
patterns found was 18 FRP, 36 NFRP, and 18 ATP (step 
5). Access to the patient’s medical record is a mandatory 
function in every EHR system. Thus, it may be specified as 
an FRP, called FRP_UserAccessToEHR, and be reused in 
various situations of use in an EHR system. For instance, 
when a patient needs to schedule a clinical exam, view 
imaging exam reports, or print the medication prescrip-
tion. Furthermore, regarding the test procedures required 

to validate that requirement, these may be developed in 
parallel as a set of test cases constituent of an ATP named 
ATP_UserAccessToEHR.

In step 6, the engineer organized the final software pat-
terns into software pattern bags (SPB). Considering both the 
FRP and the ATP cited, these are interrelated and organized 
into an SPB named SPB_UserAccessToEHR.

Finally, the engineer started the patterns writing process 
using the SoPaMM constructs (step 7), as shown next. The 
FRP representation comprises a feature (UserAccessToEHR) 
and its respective behaviors as successful and unsuccessful 
scenarios. Each scenario has input and/or output test data 
(see EXAMPLE constructs). Besides, observe that the value 
of the SOURCE attribute refers to the requirement and the 
test procedure (SAL1.04.08 and SAL1.S018) that contribute 
to the specifications of FRP and ATP.

Fig. 4  The pattern catalogue for EHR systems in the TMEd user interface
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As the patterns catalogue specification in step 7 is not 
a trivial task, a software engineer usually builds patterns 
through tool support. Therefore, we developed the Terminal 
Model Editor (TMEd) tool [4] on top of the Eclipse Mod-
eling Framework (EMF). TMEd allows the creation and edit-
ing of every SoPaMM construct (e.g., SPB, FRP, and ATP) 
and an XML output file generation following the SoPaMM 
grammar. Besides, it is the only tool supporting the paral-
lel specification of FRP and ATP to the best of the authors’ 
knowledge.

Figure 4 illustrates the TMEd user interface. There is a 
list of SoPaMM-based pattern catalogues on the left-hand 
side, including the HIA_EHRSystem presented in this sec-
tion. On the right-hand side is that pattern catalogue contents 
structured as a tree of SoPaMM elements.

The Catalogue (A) is at the highest hierarchical level, 
and the contents of the SPB_UserAccessToEHR bag (B) 
comprise the FRP_UserAccessToEHR and ATP_UserAc-
cessToEHR (C and D, respectively). Two patient-related sce-
narios of the UserAccessToEHR feature (E) are highlighted: 
successful (F) and unsuccessful scenarios (G) associated 
with the respective test cases (H and I) in the ATP.

Those test cases use the corresponding test data (J and 
K) defined in the FRP’s scenarios (F and G). The distinction 
between input and output data (L, M, N, and O) from those 
scenarios is implemented in the test cases. The remaining 
scenarios involving the patient’s legal guardian are also rep-
resented in the catalogue.

In brief, we claim the following benefits of the paral-
lel development of FRP and ATP using the SoPaMM 
metamodel: 

1. the earlier the FRP’s feasibility is analyzed, the higher 
is the FRP’s quality;

2. the number of errors in an FRP-ATP alignment is likely 
lower because they are specified together;

3. the combination of FRP and ATP works as a testable 
reuse unit because scenarios have preconditions and 
postconditions that can be validated and automatically 
processed;

4. traceability is visible in earlier development stages;
5. if the reuse of the whole catalogue is not suitable, one 

may reuse one or more SPBs that meet the project’s 
needs;

6. the reuse of FRP-ATP in software projects should reduce 
the development time and cost.

6  Quality evaluation

This section details the quality evaluation of the SoPaMM 
metamodel using the MQuaRE framework described in 
Sect.  3. First, we describe the evaluation planning and 

design, including the evaluation purpose, the evaluators’ 
profiles, the evaluation supporting artifacts, the MQuaRE’s 
activities performed by the participants, and the evaluation 
period. Then, we present and discuss the evaluation results 
and threats to the validity of this work.

6.1  Evaluation planning and design

As evaluation requesters, the SoPaMM’s developers per-
formed the first three activities of the MQuaRE’s evaluation 
process described in Sect. 3.2. As a result, the evaluation 
requesters elaborated on a detailed metamodel quality evalu-
ation plan (MQEP) containing the following information: 

Evaluation purpose:  the main goal is to estimate the 
SoPaMM’s final quality regard-
ing the MQuaRE’s quality 
model.

Evaluation specification:  according to the evaluation 
purpose, the MQuaRE qual-
ity model shall support SoPa-
MM’s evaluation, including 
11 quality sub-characteristics 

Table 2  Relation between MQuaRE’s quality measures and support-
ing artifacts

ID Metamodel quality measure (MQM) Sup-
porting 
artifact

CCc-1 Conceptual foundation 1
CCc-2 Backward Traceability 1
CCp-1 Conceptual coverage 1, 2
CCr-1 Conceptual correctness 1, 2, 3
CAp-1 Conceptual appropriateness of usage objective 1, 3
CAp-2 Conceptual appropriateness of metamodel 1, 3
UAp-1 Description completeness 1, 3
UAp-2 Demonstration coverage 1, 3
UAp-3 Evident concepts 1, 2
UAp-4 Concept understandability 1, 2
ULe-1 User guide completeness 1, 3
MMo-1 Coupling of concepts 2
MMo-2 Complexity of exercise 2
MRe-1 Reusability per application domain 1, 3, 5
MMd-1 Conceptual stability 1, 4
MMd-2 Change recordability 1, 4
MMd-3 Change impact 1, 4
MMd-4 Modification impact localization 1, 4
MMd-5 Modification correctness 1, 4
PAd-1 Adaptability per application domain 3, 5
PRe-1 Usage similarity 3, 6
PRe-2 Metamodel quality equivalence 1, 2, 6
PRe-3 Conceptual inclusiveness 1, 2
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associated with 23 quality 
measures (MQM) and 19 qual-
ity requirements (MQR), as in 
Fig. 1. Besides, one defined the 
SoPaMM’s quality grades using 
the arithmetic mean of both its 
MQMs and sub-characteristics. 
Consider the Usability charac-
teristic in Fig. 1, comprising the 
appropriateness recognizability 
and the learnability sub-charac-
teristics. The SoPaMM’s usabil-
ity grade shall be the arithmetic 
mean between these sub-char-
acteristics. In turn, the former’s 
grade is given by the arithmetic 
mean of its MQMs: description 
completeness, demonstration 
coverage, evident concepts, 
and concept understandability. 
Finally, the SoPaMM’s learn-
ability grade is given by the 
measurement value of its only 
MQM: user guide completeness. 
Target and acceptable tolerance 
values were also established for 
each MQM. For instance, target 
and tolerance values were set to 
1 and 0.75, respectively, for all 
MQMs whose values closer to 1 
are the better.

Evaluation design:  the evaluation requesters 
attached to the MQEP a set 
of metamodel artifacts and 
an association table between 
these artifacts and each MQM 
(including its ID2) to fully 
support evaluators’ tasks (see 
Table 2). A brief description of 
each supporting artifact is pre-
sented next.

1.  SoPaMM’s requirements and 
design specification: a com-
prehensive guide about meta-
model concepts, semantics, and 

modeling decisions under the 
analysis and design viewpoints;

2.  SoPaMM implementation in an 
Ecore3 format file;

3.  SoPaMM’s user documenta-
tion: a detailed description of 
SoPaMM’s use cases to manage 
software pattern catalogues;

4.  SoPaMM’s version history: 
this document describes the 
commonalities and differences 
between the three existing ver-
sions of SoPaMM;

5.  SoPaMM-based patterns cata-
logues: one catalogue supports 
the certification of electronic 
health record systems  [2, 4]; 
another represents behavior-
driven requirements of IoT 
systems, and two catalogues 
separately describe general 
functionalities and behaviors for 
user authentication and registra-
tion. The SoPaMM’s developers 
built all these catalogues, which 
are useful for metamodel reus-
ability and adaptability;

6.  The PABRE metamodel speci-
fication: the SoPaMM’s most 
similar metamodel but focused 
on software requirement pat-
terns. This artifact helps evalu-
ate the replacement of SoPaMM 
by another metamodel with the 
same purpose in the same appli-
cation domain.

 
Six participants with different expertise evaluated 

SoPaMM. Referring to the evaluators as E1 to E6, their 
profiles are as follows:

• E1 has ten or more years of expertise in software quality;
• E2 and E3 own ten or more years of software require-

ments expertise, being three in requirement patterns;
• E4 holds ten or more years of expertise in software qual-

ity, software requirements, and software metamodeling;
• E5 and E6 own practical experience in software engineer-

ing in general.2 ID consists of an abbreviated alphabetic code with the initial letter 
in uppercase of the quality characteristic followed by two letters rep-
resenting the sub-characteristic and an ordinal number of the sequen-
tial order within a quality sub-characteristic. For instance, the UAp-2 
represents the second measure of appropriateness recognizability 
(Ap), which is sub-characteristic of Usability (U).

3 Ecore is the core metamodel of the Eclipse Modeling Framework 
and describes models and runtime support for them. Available at 
https:// wiki. eclip se. org/ Ecore.

https://wiki.eclipse.org/Ecore
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The execution of the SoPaMM evaluation was carried out 
from September 23 to October 15, 2020. Due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, the evaluators were further assisted by two 
explanatory videos: one video overviews MQuaRE, whereas 
the other describes how to calculate a particular MQM and 
consequently the respective quality sub-characteristic and 
characteristic.

Thus, the SoPaMM’s evaluation kit included a detailed 
textual evaluation plan enriched with evaluation support-
ing artifacts and two tutorial videos. Also, the evaluators 
received a template report document for registering the 
evaluation results.

After completing the metamodel evaluation, the partici-
pants also filled in a questionnaire that assessed their percep-
tion of MQuaRE and SoPaMM. As MQuaRE details are out 
of this work’s scope, we emphasize here only the questions 
about SoPaMM. Three questions in a five-point Likert scale 
asked how much the SoPaMM metamodel could help write 
requirement patterns and test patterns and generate high-
quality requirement specifications and test specifications.

6.2  Evaluation results

Table 3 summarizes SoPaMM’s evaluation results. The more 
the quality characteristics’ and sub-characteristics’ grades 
are closer to 1, the better.

In general, the SoPaMM metamodel was well-judged 
regarding its quality characteristics and sub-characteristics. 
Except for the Portability category, characteristics’ and sub-
characteristics’ grades were higher than 0.8.

Concerning the Conceptual compliance sub-character-
istic, the evaluators concluded that all SoPaMM’s founda-
tions are easily identified through the conceptual foundation 
measure (CCc-1): OMG’s MOF (Metamodel Object Facil-
ity) and SPMS (Structured Patterns Metamodel Standard), 
and the BDD (Behavior-Driven Development) methodology. 
The participants also traced each metamodel concept back to 
its conceptual foundation (CCc-2), and the result was very 
satisfactory again (0.9). A caveat should be made regarding 
the variation of the measurement value of CCc-2. The evalu-
ator E3 was the only one that assigned a lower grade (0.69) 
because in his opinion, the SoPaMM’s specification causes 
misunderstandings about what a metamodel concept is.

The evaluators assigned high scores for measures con-
cerning conceptual completeness, correctness and appropri-
ateness (1.0, 0.99, and 1.0, respectively). These scores indi-
cate that SoPaMM’s supporting documentation models all of 
SoPaMM’s requirements, and less than 1% of the concepts 
modeled presents modeling mistakes (revealed by the evalu-
ator E3). Despite that, all SoPaMM’s concepts, as described 
in the supporting documentation, allow achieving specific 

Table 3  SoPaMM’s quality 
evaluation results

Characteristic Grade Sub-characteristic Grade MQM Value

Compliance 0.95 Conceptual compliance 0.95 CCc-1 1.00
CCc-2 0.90

Conceptual suitability 1.00 Conceptual completeness 1.00 CCp-1 1.00
Conceptual correctness 0.99 CCr-1 0.99
Conceptual appropriateness 1.00 CAp-1 1.00

CAp-2 1.00
Usability 0.99 Appropriateness recognizability 0.99 UAp-1 1.00

UAp-2 0.98
UAp-3 1.00
UAp-4 0.98

Learnability 0.98 ULe-1 0.98
Maintainability 0.91 Modularity 0.94 MMo-1 1.00

MMo-2 0.88
Reusability 0.96 MRe-1 0.96
Modifiability 0.84 MMd-1 0.71

MMd-2 0.98
MMd-3 0.93
MMd-4 0.77
MMd-5 0.80

Portability 0.86 Adaptability 1.00 PAd-1 1.00
Replaceability 0.72 PRe-1 1.00

PRe-2 0.78
PRe-3 0.37
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usage objectives defined by the evaluation requesters (e.g., 
creating a software pattern catalogue).

Regarding the Usability measures, evaluators agreed that 
users might easily recognize that SoPaMM is appropriate for 
their needs (UAp-1 to 4). Besides, they also concluded that 
SoPaMM might be quickly learned for a given context of use 
(ULe-1). The corresponding measurement values showed a 
very low variation among the six evaluators, similar to the 
Conceptual suitability measures.

From the Maintainability viewpoint, the participants 
judged that changes on SoPaMM’s concepts have minimal 
impact on other concepts (MMo-1 and 2). Further, they 
concluded that SoPaMM’s usage scenarios, present in its 
specifications, can be reused in multiple application domains 
(MRe-1). However, evaluations deferred regarding the 
degree to which SoPaMM can be effectively and efficiently 
modified without introducing inconsistencies or degrading 
its quality (MMd-1 to 5). In particular, the conceptual stabil-
ity measure (MMd-1) is the only one whose value (0.71) is 
less than the tolerance value (0.75).

Finally, Portability reached the lowest grade (0.86), spe-
cifically influenced by the conceptual inclusiveness measure 
(PRe-3 = 0.37). In MQuaRE, this measure partially analyzes 
metamodel’s replaceability. Both this measure and meta-
model quality equivalence (PRe-2) presented a high con-
trast among evaluators’ judgments. On the other hand, the 
participants concluded that SoPaMM is flexible enough to be 
adapted in multiple application domains (PAd-1). Further-
more, SoPaMM is fully capable of replacing an equivalent 
metamodel for the same purpose in the same application 
domain (PRe-1).

Regarding the three questionnaire items about SoPaMM, 
the evaluators were unanimous that it certainly helps specify 
requirement and test patterns and the production of require-
ment and test specifications. Observe that this result is solely 
based on the participants’ experience with the SoPaMM’s 
evaluation process. We are also aware that the small number 
of evaluators does not convey statistical significance.

6.3  Discussion

Evaluation results suggest that the SoPaMM has a good 
quality regarding Compliance, Conceptual suitability, Usa-
bility, Maintainability, and Portability. Evaluators’ com-
ments reported positive and negative aspects about SoPaMM 
and MQuaRE.

The evaluators E1, E2, and E5 concluded that “SoPaMM 
satisfactorily meets quality requirements.” E3 assigned 
a lower grade to the Compliance measures because in his 
opinion, “the SoPaMM documentation is not clear regard-
ing what a metamodel concept is.” Moreover, E3 and E4 
suggested that a software tool would facilitate metamodel’s 
evaluation using MQuaRE. They agreed that managing 

multiple documents without tool support is cumbersome 
(e.g., evaluation plan, metamodel specifications, pattern 
catalogues, and evaluation report).

Analyzing evaluators’ observations, we believe that the 
evaluation support artifacts (e.g., requirements and design 
specification) and the explanation of how to calculate each 
MQM contributed positively to SoPaMM’s performance 
regarding Compliance, Conceptual suitability, and Usabil-
ity. The variation between the respective values of measures 
was very low (zero, in most cases), even though there is no 
statistical evidence. E3 stated that “usability measures were 
the easiest to calculate.”

Some Maintainability measures had that same variation 
pattern, as did one Portability measure (MMo-1, MMo-2, 
MRe-1, and PAd-1, in this order). In particular, the scores 
of MRe-1 and PAd-1 (0.96 and 1.0, respectively) demon-
strate that the alignment between FRP and ATP described 
in SoPaMM-based pattern catalogues can be easily reused 
and adapted for different application domains.

Still concerning Maintainability, E3 and E4, however, 
reported that Modifiability measures are challenging to 
understand and calculate for those who are not the meta-
model developer (MMd-1 to 5). E4 did not feel comfortable 
computing the MMd-3, MMd-4, and MMd-5 measures, so 
he left them blank. Although E3 has assessed the SoPaMM’s 
modifiability, he reported not feel confident about it, particu-
larly regarding MMd-4 and MMd-5.

As evaluation results shown in Table 3, all the partici-
pants agreed that Portability is troublesome to measure, 
particularly PRe-2 and PRe-3. The evaluator E4 reported 
that Portability is not relevant to metamodels. In his opinion, 
“metamodels are considered Domain-Specific Languages 
(DSL), i.e., they are inherently domain-specific. Hence, 
the proposition of a metric that measures if the users must 
recognize whether a metamodel contains concepts whose 
purpose is understood correctly without prior training 
is questionable. If the concepts hold by a metamodel are 
domain-specific, only users related to that domain will prob-
ably understand the concepts with no training.”

Moreover, E4 advised not to use Replaceability as an 
essential criterion. According to him, “if one metamodel 
already exists, it makes sense to adapt it, but replace it with 
a new one sounds not productive.” E4 also reinforced that the 
MQuaRE’s quality evaluation model is comprehensive about 
a metamodel’s characteristics. However, he is “not confident 
that every single metamodel should exhibit all these quality 
properties.” For this work, E4’s opinion is entirely relevant 
because of his ten-year metamodeling expertise.

In brief, we consider applying an evaluation framework to 
measure metamodel’s Compliance, Conceptual suitability, 
among other quality characteristics, is not trivial. Usually, 
there is an ecosystem of organizations involving standardi-
zation, certification, and evaluation in which the certifying 
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organization provides training courses on quality models, 
for instance. Conversely, SoPaMM’s evaluation was the first 
MQuaRE use case. Also, tutorial videos were the only train-
ing support the evaluators had. For these reasons, we believe 
that MQuaRE may have negatively influenced the results, 
specifically regarding Maintainability and Portability. How-
ever, we reinforce that SoPaMM’s quality properties’ grades 
were higher than 0.85, and they could be better if a compre-
hensive training course preceded the evaluation.

6.4  Threats to validity

The validity of experiment results depends on experiment 
settings, and it can be of four types [47]: internal, exter-
nal, construction, and conclusion. We discuss the threats to 
validity managed and mitigated, as follows.

Conclusion validity refers to the statistical relation 
between the initial data and the outcomes. The number of 
participants might have negatively affected the SoPaMM’s 
quality analysis. However, to minimize this threat, we 
selected evaluators with multiple specialties varying from 
general to specific software engineering knowledge, such 
as requirements engineering, software quality, and meta-
modeling. Also, most MQMs values’ low variation conveys 
more reliability to conclusions (except for the Modifiability 
and Replaceability measures). Furthermore, the evaluation 
process’s implementation was as standard as possible; all 
subjects received the same treatment (e.g., the evaluation kit) 
and could be helped if demanded. Only the participants E5 
and E6 requested further support with minimal intervention 
of the evaluation requesters.

Concerning internal validity, it refers to factors affecting 
the outcomes, not being independent variables. The deci-
sion for not using a control group was counterbalanced with 
the group heterogeneity. Besides, the evaluators E5 and E6 
experienced difficulties in understanding MQuaRE. They 
reported frequent access to the complete MQuaRE docu-
mentation to obtain further details, mostly about interpret-
ing some MQMs (e.g., Portability-related) and the PABRE 
metamodel. Despite tailoring measures borrowed from ISO/
IEC standards for metamodel quality purposes, this miss-
ing information in the evaluation plan may have hampered 
the SoPaMM’s portability results. Furthermore, impacted 
mainly by the COVID-19 outbreak, the participants did not 
receive extensive training but only the evaluation plan, sup-
porting artifacts, tutorial videos, and an evaluation report.

Construct validity indicates the extent to which measures 
accurately reflect the theoretical concepts intended to meas-
ure. From the need for a comprehensive metamodel quality 
evaluation framework, MQuaRE arose after the SoPaMM 
proposal. Therefore, we understand that the metamodel 
quality perspective of SoPaMM’s creators may have influ-
enced the definition of both the MQuaRE’s quality model 

and measures. However, to mitigate a likely bias, MQuaRE 
compiles related work on metamodel quality [27, 28, 38, 43] 
and international standards for software quality, such as ISO/
IEC 25010 [24] and ISO/IEC 25023 [25].

External validity concerns the generalization of research 
findings outside the experiment setting. Once again, we 
selected a heterogeneous group as a representative popula-
tion. On the other hand, we know both novice evaluators in 
MQuaRE and supporting tutorial videos do not represent 
the industrial practice that usually includes highly trained 
evaluators.

7  Conclusions and future work

Influenced by well-accepted agile practices and international 
standards for metamodeling, the Software Pattern Meta-
Model (SoPaMM) provides a general structure for software 
pattern specification. The novelty is that SoPaMM links 
requirements to testing through requirement patterns and 
test patterns as a reuse approach of higher-quality software 
artifacts produced in these phases. Furthermore, given that 
metamodels’ quality may affect the software specifications’ 
quality, we also estimate multiple quality facets of SoPaMM 
through an evaluation framework called Metamodel Quality 
Requirements and Evaluation (MQuaRE).

The following are lessons learned with the SoPaMM’s 
development and quality evaluation: 

1. Our requirements and testing alignment approach 
through patterns provide reusable, testable, and trace-
able software artifacts, which should reduce a project’s 
development time and cost.

2. Most of SoPaMM’s quality properties were well-judged, 
namely conceptual compliance, completeness, correct-
ness, appropriateness, and learnability, appropriateness 
recognizability, reusability, and adaptability.

3. Although the quality in use evaluation was not per-
formed, the participants experienced and approved the 
alignment of requirements and testing through pattern 
catalogues built upon SoPaMM. High scores of SoPa-
MM’s reusability and adaptability suggest evaluators’ 
approval.

4. The evaluation kit might bring additional details about 
quality measures and the PABRE metamodel to support 
evaluators’ tasks thoroughly. The MQuaRE documenta-
tion should be revised as well for the same purpose.

5. Maybe not all metamodels should exhibit all quality 
properties present in MQuaRE, as noted by the expert 
subject.

6. MQuaRE-aware tool support would undoubtedly be 
helpful.
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As future work, we plan to enhance SoPaMM’s capabilities 
by bridging nonfunctional requirement patterns (NFRP) to 
test patterns (TP). New types of NFRP and TP can be cre-
ated and aligned, e.g., performance NFRP and effort TP or 
reliability NFRP and fault recovery TP. Despite being widely 
investigated in the literature [1, 9, 41, 48], NFRP is often 
restricted to requirements engineering and not other software 
life cycle phases as we have been studied.

Besides, we aim to extend our TMEd tool with new func-
tionalities, such as creating a public repository of SoPaMM-
based pattern catalogues and manual search for patterns 
across catalogues. The goal is further widespread our pro-
posal of behavior-driven functional requirement patterns. In 
the long term, TMEd will also empower professionals with 
software patterns mining features, including automatic dis-
covery and recommendation.

The catalogues generated by TMEd are input for another 
tool we have been working on, called behavior-DRivEn 
Application Model generator (DREAM). From a SoPaMM-
based pattern catalogue, DREAM allows the automatic 
generation of requirements and test case specifications with 
traceability support. This initiative will enable us to dem-
onstrate the benefits of using requirement patterns aligned 
to test patterns in the software industry projects. We are 
currently working on validating the pattern catalogue for 
Brazilian electronic health record systems certification with 
experts. All these efforts have origins from a research agenda 
on requirement patterns we published elsewhere [6].

Finally, we learned that a software tool could better assist 
MQuaRE users’ tasks. A wizard would guide evaluation 
requesters toward a more effective metamodel evaluation 
plan. Similarly, it would also instruct evaluators on which 
metamodel artifacts are applicable, how to compute each 
measure, and the evaluation report’s generation. This meta-
model evaluation supporting tool will be under development 
soon.
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